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REVIEW: EUDORA PRO 3.0

by Robert Madi/l, rmadil/@atpm.com

EXCELLENT
—,

ElllJDHfl

Product Information:

Published by: QUALCOMM© Incorporated

Phone: 619-587-1121

Web: flpflwwweudoracom

List price: $89 US

 

Requirements:

Apple Macintosh® Plus or above, System 7 or higher.

Approximately 6.5 MB Disk Space

Mail account with an Internet Server Provider or Internet-

style network account.

Access to your mail account via a modem (9600 bps or

higher recommended) or Internet-style network account.

In these days of computers, modems and Internet

connections, the aphorism "Waiting for the mail" is about

the most archaic concept you can find in the field human

communications. Knowledgeable observers of computers

and related technologies dub electronic mail

correspondence as today's most popular application, having

pushed aside word processing, spreadsheets, games and

the like. Usually, once we are "up and running" with our

Internet connection, we adopt whatever application came
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packaged with our Macintosh® for our e-mail

correspondence. Rarely do we reflect on how the software

should, or could make our e—mail tasks easier, quicker,

more efficient, or even more fun.

After many years of happily sending and receiving my e-

mail using the freeware application Eudora Lightm’”, I

became aware of Eudora Prom” 3.0 by QUALCOMM®

Incorporated. The contrast between the two e—mail

applications could be likened to the difference between

driving my Geo Metro vs. my BMW Z3 Roadster. Both do

the same job (getting me, or my mail, to a destination),

but the features and options in Eudora ProlT'V'] 3.0 and the

Roadster make the mechanics of getting there more

efficient and pleasurable.
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Installation is easy, with 68K, PowerPC or a Universal (Fat)

versions of fered. If you already have an Internet

connection, Eudora will automatically enter your present

POP/SMTP settings in the appropriate locations. Further

"Settings" such as Server Instructions, Mail Checking

Intervals, Fonts and Displays and numerous other aspects

of the application are easily fine-tuned from within the

"Special" Menu bar selection. If you need assistance with

Eudora ProlT'V'] 3.0, it can be found in the comprehensive

and very readable manual packaged with the three

diskettes. Additionally, a thorough on-line "Help" manual is

accessible from the "Balloon" icon in the Menu bar.
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One feature that immediately captures attention

is the user-configurable "Toolbar." Visually, this

option places a series of "buttons" on the

screen giving you links to commonly used Wows... ..

Eudora commands. "Buttons" can be icon- or NewMessage 3

name-driven, appear in small or large icon Repiu

format, be placed vertically or horizontally on WW”

the screen, or assigned to one of the funciton MW

keys on an extended keyboard. Common tasks

such as checking mail, creating new mail,

replying to incoming mail, checking mailboxes

and so forth are only a mouse click or function Universitg .7:

key—press away. At first, I was skeptical about Addressaook m

this feature, fearing the amount of desktop Pri"*---

"real—estate" the "Toolbar" might command.

After I fine-tuned my "Toolbar" to a vertical configuration

with small names only, I realized that the time—saving

advantages far outweighed my concerns. Not only were

Menu bar "pull-downs" minimized, I was able to create and

include my own mailboxes in the "Toolbar."

P‘11

Check Spelling fig;-

ATPM '1-

Personal 3. .,IL3

U1

i 
The bland "black and white" world of electronic messages is

changed with Eudora Pro 3.0. It has a majority of features

associated with a true word processor. You have access to

all installed fonts and all of the typical stylizing options

such as: bold, italics, underline, size, justification, and even

color text. Speaking of color, a real bonus of Eudora Pro

3.0 is its ability to accept "Embedded URLs" in the body of

a message. Any URL you enter into the body of your mail

text (designated by <> brackets) is automatically colored

blue and underlined. When the recipient of your message

'command-clicks' this URL, their preferred Web browser is

launched and automatically pointed to that Web site.

[Editor's note: these features are also available on the

freeware version, Eudora Light 3.0.1]
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This leads me to mention two critical observations

concerning Eudora Pro 3.0. Currently, neither stylized

message text nor embedded URLs are recognized by

recipients who are not using Eudora Pro 3.0. Perhaps

friendly cooperation between competing developers in the

field of e-mail applications will resolve this annoying barrier.

However, incoming e-mail correspondence containing URLs

written in the standard "<http://....>" format are

highlighted for your use, no matter what application the

sender uses to generate the message.

Included with Eudora Prom“ 3.0 is the spell check

application, Spellswell from Working Software, which

performs simple checks for grammar and spelling errors.

The 93,000+ word dictionary is considerably robust for its

size, has an intuitive interface, and is user-expandable. In

a world where spelling errors are an embarrassment, this

feature is a welcome addition. It's really quite awkward to

check mail after it's been sent only to discover a drastic

mistake or two!

Most e—mail users are concerned with the 'nuts and bolts'

of "Message Management," so readers will be pleased to

know that QUALCOMM Incorporated has wisely included the

full capabilities of features like "Drag and Drop" in their
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